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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

RICHARD C. JENSEN, an individual,
Plaintiff and Respondent,

APPELLANTS BRIEF

vs.
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Defendants and Appellants.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The specific statutory authority which confers jurisdiction
on the Utah Supreme Court is Utah Code Annotated 78-2-2(3) (j)
(1953 as amended).

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1. Where there has not been a clear undisputed breach of a
contract must a party

thereto make an election of remedies

available to that party only in the event of a breach of that
contract?
2. Whether when the law is unclear on an issue is summary
judgment an appropriate remedy?

1

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES,
ORDINANCES, RULES AND REGULATIONS
Administrative Rules Division of Real Estate, Rule 4.2.7.4
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case, the Course of
Proceedings and Disposition Below
The facts which give rise to this appeal are as follows: On
February 25, 1986, plaintiff entered into an Earnest Money
Agreement (attached hereto) with defendant for the purchase of
warehouse space in North Salt Lake, Utah. Under the terms of the
agreement, plaintiff offered $25,000.00 as earnest money. The date
set for the closing of the transaction was June 1, 1986. Prior to
the date seb for performance plaintiff instituted suit against
defendant. Defendant was at all times ready, willing and able to
perform. Plaintiff's complaint alleged, among other things, that
defendant breached the contract. In plaintiff's complaint they
pray for damages in excess of the earnest money deposit. Plaintiff
then made a motion for partial summary judgment which would limit
defendant's damages to the $25,000.00 earnest money deposit,
without a final determination of which party, if any, breached the
contract. Partial summary judgment was granted then a subsequent
Rule 54(b) Motion was granted which permitted this appeal.
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Statement of the Facts
On

February

25, 1986,

plaintiff

Richard

C.

Jensen

(hereinafter Jensen) made an offer to purchase from defendant Ovni
Trust and Mel A. Ball (hereinafter Ball) real property located in
North Salt Lake, Utah. Along with this offer Jensen deposited with
his real estate broker and agent John 0. Dawson

(hereinafter

Dawson) $25,000.00 as earnest money. This agreement along with
Addendum/Counteroffer

to

Earnest

Money

Sales

Agreement

(hereinafter Agreement) was signed by both parties on February 27,
1986. Preparations were made by both parties to accomplish the
transfer of the real property in order to close the transaction on
or before June 1, 1986 as provided for in the Agreement. Plaintiff
made numerous visits to the building which was the subject of the
Agreement. Plaintiff was given keys to the building and had full
access to the building in order to prepare the building for his
occupancy. Ball proceeded to make the contracted for modifications
as agreed to in the Agreement. The facility had been used by Ball
for manufacturing and was to be used by Jensen for warehouse space
only.
Part of the modifications mandated by Jensen in the Agreement
was the removal of the "power train" and "paint booth." These
modifications were both expensive and extensive. To convert the
facility back to manufacturing and replace these two items could
cost as much as $100,000.00. The facility is now better suited as
a warehouse rather than as a manufacturing facility.
Prior to the date set for closing plaintiff complained about
the size of the building. On April 16, 1986 plaintiff, through
3

c o u n s e l , demanded t h a t any d i s c r e p a n c y w i t h r e g a r d s t o t h e s i z e of
the building

be r e s o l v e d .

T h e s e d e m a n d s w e r e made d i r e c t l y

defendants'

counsel.

no

plaintiff's
time

defendant

and

Agreement,
pleadings

time

was

a demand

own r e a l e s t a t e b r o k e r and a g e n t Dawson.

that

demand

At

prior

could
to

the

plaintiff
plaintiff

respond
time

for

instituted

alleged

to p l a i n t i f f ' s

that

performance,
suit

on May 9 ,

def^ridajit.

had

made

through

Prior

to

the

April 16,
as

to

1988

per

1986.

the

In

the

breached

the

contract.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This

is

a case

of

first

impression

judgment i s a p p r o p r i a t e only if
material
a matter

u n d e r Utah l a w .

t h e r e i s no g e n u i n e i s s u e

f a c t and t h a t t h e moving p a r t y i s e n t i t l e d
of

l a w . The f i r s t

of

fact

contract

issue addresses the fact

t o be r e s o l v e d .
must

first

be

damages a v a i l a b l e t o t h e

as

The i s s u e

determined
parties.
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prior

if

a
as

Utah

inappropriate.

t h a t t h e r e are genuine
of who i n d e e d

to

t o judgment

point addresses the issue that

law i s u n c l e a r on a p o i n t t h e n summary j u d g m e n t i s
The s e c o n d

Summary

issues

breached

to determination

the
of

ARGUMENT
POINT I
WHERE THERE HAS NOT BEEN A CLEAR UNDISPUTED
BREACH OF A CONTRACT MUST A PARTY THERETO MAKE
AN ELECTION OF REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO THAT PARTY
ONLY IN THE EVENT OF A BREACH OF THAT CONTRACT?
This is a case of first impression in the State of Utah.
Paragraph N of the Agreement provides in pertinent part that "In
the event of default by Buyer, Seller may elect to either retain
the earnest money as liquidated damages or to institute suit to
enforce any rights of seller." This provision provides that the
buyer must default before the seller would be in position to elect
to settle for liquidated damages or pursue other remedies. The
court in its Findings of Facts (attached hereto) specifically
states in finding number 5: "That insufficient facts are before
the Court and the Court is unable to find as a matter of law that
plaintiff breached the agreement." The court however concludes in
its Ruling on Motion for Summary Judgment

(hereinafter Ruling)

(attached hereto) that: "...where seller retains the earnest money
after knowledge that the buyer has breached the contract, such
retention is controvertable evidence..." that an election has been
made. The seller is therefore precluded from other remedies. In
reaching its conclusion the court ruled on the following cases:
Dowding v. Land Funding Ltd., 555 P.2d 957 (Utah 1976); Close v.
Blumenthal, 11 Utah 2d 51, 354 P.2d 856 (1960); Mullen v. Shimmin,
10 Utah 2d 142, 349 P.2d 720 (1960); Anderson v. Hansen, 8 Utah 2d
370, 355 P.2d 404 (1959).
The Judge imputes knowledge that plaintiff-buyer has breached
5

the contract to defendant-seller while in his findings he
specifically states that he cannot make a determination that
plaintiff breached the contract (see Findings of Fact number 5) .
This places defendant in an extremely untenable position. On the
one hand defendant knows plaintiff has breached the contract and
therefore must exercise an election to retain the earnest money as
liquidated damages while on the other hand plaintiff is free to
pursue the claim that defendant not plaintiff breached the
contract. This dilema gives the best of both worlds to plaintiff,
first plaintiff's liability for damages is unrealistically limited
to the amount of earnest money offered by plaintiff while at the
same time pursuing a course of action for breach against and
attempting to recover damages from defendant. At the same time
defendant is between a rock and a hard spot —

he doesn't know who

breached the contract but he's been forced to make an election
based upon the assumption that plaintiff-buyer did. This gives
plaintiff more than the benefit of the bargain while depriving
defendant of the basic benefit of the bargain. Paragraph N of the
Agreement should be operational only in the event of an undisputed
breach wherein the buyer is the breaching party.
The cases ruled on by the Court above are distinguishable
from the present case. In Anderson (supra) there was an undisputed
breach by buyer (see page 405); the amount of liquidated damages
were "agreed" to (see supra 406) ; the liquidated damages were not
disproportionate to the actual damages. In the present case the
breach is disputed, the liquidated damages were not "agreed" to,
and finally the liquidated damages are disproportionate to actual
6

damages.
In McMullin

(supra), the seller brought this action four

months after any alleged breach and after seller had
re-sold the property

already

(see page 721). The agreement also provided

that the amount of liquidated damages were "agreed" upon (see page
721). Sellers suit was for specific performance aJEt.£r_ he had
already resold the property to a third party (see page 721). In
the present case plaintiff-buyer brought suit prior to time set
for closing. The amount of liquidated damages was not agreed upon.
In Close

(supra), the breach was undisputed and suit was

brought by seller. In the present case the breach is disputed and
buyerf not seller, brought this action.
In Dowding

(supra), the amount of liquidated damages was

agreed. In the present case that is not so.
One common thread running through the above cases was the
fact that the breach provision of the contract favored the seller
and the seller brought suit.
In the present case the buyer brought suit. It was not until
after the filing of this action that defendant had any idea that
the transaction would not be completed. By then a civil suit had
been filed. In the contract which gave rise to the present action
paragraph N of Agreement spells out available remedies to the
parties. Paragraph N states:

7

In the event of default by Buyer, Seller may elect
to either retain the earnest money as liquidated
damages or to institute suit to enforce any rights of
Seller. In the event of default by Seller, or if this
sale fails to close because of the nonsatisfaction of
any express condition or contingency to which the sale
is subject pursuant to this Agreement (other than by
virtue of any default by Buyer), the earnest money
deposit shall be returned to Buyer.
Here paragraph N provides for a remedy in the event of breach
by either the seller or the buyer. It would therefore appear as if
this clause was not just for the seller but for both the buyer and
seller. In the present case the Judge stated:
Such result is mandated by the rationale that
forfeiture provision is in the Earnest Money Agreement
for the benefit of the seller and he will always
select the option to his advantage and to the
disadvantage of the buyer. Therefore, said provision
should be strictly applied against the seller and he
should be required to meet its requirements with
exactness.
There then arises a substantial question of law as to whether
or not the seller must elect a remedy at the time civil suit is
filed by buyer claiming breach by seller. Interpretation of the
contract

and

its terms along with application

of said

interpretation to the conduct of the parties would be required to
determine if a breach had occurred and who it was that was
responsible for that breach. These are questions of fact which
must be resolved prior to determining if one party or the other
must exercise an option of remedies. It would appear futile and
injudicious to force defendant to make an election of remedies
only later to take the position that he had no election of
remedies because he was the breaching party. This is comparable to
8

putting the cart before the horse. The law in Utah is not clear as
to what must be done with the earnest money if Buyer files suit
and alleges breach by seller.
Administrative Rules Division of Real Estate

(hereinafter

Real Estate Rules), Rule 4.2.7.4 provides that:
In the event a dispute arises over the return or
forfeiture of the earnest money and/or other trust
funds, and no party has filed a civil suit arising out
of the transaction, . . .
Here the Real Estate Rules provide that if a dispute arises
and no civil suit is filed what the agent or broker must do. In
this case a civil suit was filed and it was filed by buyer prior
to

the

time

set

responsibilities?

for

closing.

Utah

What

then

is

the

parties

law is unclear and therefore summary

judgment is inappropriate.

POINT II
WHETHER WHEN THE LAW IS UNCLEAR ON AN ISSUE
IS SUMMARY JUDGMENT AN APPROPRIATE REMEDY?
Summary Judgment is appropriate

only when

there

is "no

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Rule 56(c) U.R.C.P.
Accordingly these are two requirements which must be met before
summary judgment is appropriate. There must be no genuine issue as
to any material fact; and the moving party must be entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. See generally Olwell v. Clark, 658
P.2d 585 (Utah 1982). Neither of these conditions are met in the
present case and it is therefore not ripe for summary judgment.
9

Finding number 7 of the Findings of Fact states: "That John
0. Dawson, doing business as Dawson Real Estate was the agent for
defendant Ball and Ovni Trust." While Dawson may have been the
agent for defendant Ball, he was also the agent for plaintiff
Jensen. Plaintiff Jensen had contacted Dawson independant of any
transactions that Dawson had with Ball (see page 20-21 of Brian
Webb Call's deposition). This would raise the issue of who was
constructively in possession of the earnest money deposit. The
court found that Dawson, as Ball's agent, was in possession. The
facts would show that Dawson, as Jensen's agent, was in possession
of the earnest money. The distinction is critical because of the
duty owed to the principle, and the relationship between principle
and agent. According to Dawson's affidavit at no time did Jensen
approach him or make a request for the return of the earnest money
deposit. That is the way Daswon would have become aware of the
dispute. It was not until Dawson became aware of the dispute that
Real Estate Rules 7.2.7.4 would be triggered. By the time Dawson
had become aware of the dispute civil suit had been filed. Whether
Ball had constructive or actual control over the earnest money was
a material fact which would preclude summary judgment.
Another issue which is much more critical is the issue of
breach. Paragraph N is triggered by the default of a party. Absent
a default by one party or the other Paragraph N does not apply.
The provisions of paragraph N which will apply in a given
transaction will be determined by who breached the contract. It
would be nothing short of ludicrous to require a defaulting seller
to make an election of whether to retain the earnest money or to
10

f i l e s u i t . The very f a c t

that plaintiff-buyer

a l l e g i n g d e f a u l t by d e f e n d a n t - s e l l e r
counterclaimed against p l a i n t i f f - b u y e r

and t h a t

brought

suit

defendant-seller

shows t h a t t h e r e

is a

genuine issue as to a material fact (see also Finding number 5 ) .
Rule 5 6 ( c )

U . R . C . P . p r o v i d e s t h a t "A summary judgment,

i n t e r l o c u t o r y in c h a r a c t e r , may be r e n d e r e d on t h e i s s u e of
l i a b i l i t y alone although there i s a genuine issue as to the amount
of d a m a g e s . " The converse i s not t r u e . Where i s the

judicial

economy of r u l i n g on damages where t h e r e remains t h e i s s u e of
l i a b i l i t y . The court s t a t e d in W.M. Barnes Col, v. Sohio N a t u r a l
Resources Company, 627 P.2d 56.
Motions for summary judgment s e r v e the s a l u t a r y
purpose of eliminating the time and expense of a t r i a l
when a p a r t y i s e n t i t l e d t o r e l i e f on t h e law a s
a p p l i e d to u n d i s p u t e d f a c t s . Brandt v. S p r i n g v i l l e
Banking C o . , 10 Utah 2d 350, 353 P.2d 460 ( 1 9 6 0 ) .
B e c a u s e t h e r e m e d y i s p r e e m p t o r y , a c o u r t in
considering a motion for summary judgment must view
t h e f a c t s and t h e i n f e r e n c e s from those facts in the
l i g h t most favorable to the party moved a g a i n s t . Rich
v. McGovern, Utah 551 P.2d 1266 (1976); C o n t r o l l e d
Receivables, Inc. v. Harman, 17 Utah 2d 420, 413 P.2d
807 (1966); Strand v. Mayne, 14 Utah 2d 355, 384 P.2d
396 (1963); Welchman v. Wood, 9 Utah 2d 25, 337 P.2d
410 (1959). In a l l e v e n t s , ' i t i s the purpose of the
summary judgment procedure to judge the c r e d i b i l i t y of
the averments of p a r t i e s , or witnesses, or the weight
of evidence, 1 and ' i t only t a k e s one sworn s t a t e m e n t
under oath to dispute the averments on the other side
of t h e c o n t r o v e r s y and c r e a t e an i s s u e of f a c t . '
Holbrook Co. v. Adams, Utah, 542 P.2d 191, 193 (Utah
1975) .
If the Judge had found as an undisputed f a c t t h a t Jensen as
t h e p l a i n t i f f - b u y e r had defaulted then perhaps reaching the issue
of damages would have been a p p r o p r i a t e . That i s not the case here.
The i s s u e of damages h a s been r e s o l v e d w h i l e t h e i s s u e of
11

liability is still up in the air.
In Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company v. Atkin,
Wright & Miles Chartered, 681 P.2d 1258, 261 (Utah 1984) this
court stated:
In this case, the order granting summary judgment
for the Atkin firm contains findings of fact and
conclusions of law. Findings of fact are unnecessary
to support the granting of summary judgment. Rule
52(a), Utah R.Civ.P. Nevertheless, the trial judge saw
fit to make and enter findings and conclusions, the
content of which evidence the existence of material
issues of fact. Therefore, the grant of summary
judgment is precluded.
The court below in this case made at least 14 findings some
of which were disputed facts. This according to the holding in
Mountain States would in and of itself preclude summary judgment
in this case. Finding number 4 indicates that "upon default by the
buyer." This is then followed by finding number 5 which states
"That insufficient facts are before the court and the court is
unable to find as a matter of law tha plaintiff (buyer) breached
the agreement.
Finding number 7 ignores the fact that Dawson was acting as
plaintiff's agent. Finding number 14 would imply that defendant
has possession of the earnest money deposit, which indeed itmay
have been buyer himself.
These findings made by the court are essential to reach the
conclusion it reached; however, these facts are disputed. Finding
number 5 by itself raises genuine issues ~f material fact whi~h
would precludes this case from summary judgment.

12

CONCLUSION
With the foregoing law and argument the defendant in this
case would ask that this court vacate the lower court's ruling and
order on partial summary judgment.

Respectfully submitted this

*>(

day of January, 1988.

AA £//u*~<D. Bruce Oliver
DIUMENTI & LINDSLEY
505 South Main Street
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Attorney for Appellant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of the foregoing this
5 ) day of January, 1988, to: Stephen G. Crockett, Michael M.
Later, and Heidi E. C. Leithead, plaintiff's attorneys, at 185
South State, Suite 1300, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.
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A D D E N D U M

Administrative Rules Division of Real Estate, Rule 4.2.7.4
In the event a dispute arises over the return or forfeiture
of the-earnest money and/or other trust funds, and no party has
filed a civil suit arising out of the transaction, the principal
broker must, within fifteen (15) days of notice of the dispute,
provide the parties written notice of the dispute and request them
to meet to arbitrate the matter. The principal broker holding the
earnest money and/or trust funds must act as arbitrator. In the
event the dispute is not resolved in the arbitration attempt, the
principal broker must, within forty-five (45) days of the date on
which the principal broker mailed or delivered to both parties
notice of the dispute, interplead the disputed funds into the
court of appropriate jurisdiction. A copy of the interpleader
action must be retained in the principal broker's files until
final disbursement of funds.

Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c)
The motion shall be served at least 10 days before the time
fixed for the hearing. The adverse party prior to the day of
hearing may serve opposing affidavits. The judgment sought shall
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, answers to
interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment
as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in
character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone
although there is a genuine issue as to the amount of damages.

FINDINGS OF FACT
AND ORDER

FILED IN C'.ERK'S 0H1CY
OAViS COL'S FY. UTAH'

A

1988 JUL 2 7 PH !2= 5 1
CLERX. 2X3 CiST.COURT

DIUMENTI & LINDSLEY
George Su Dlunenti II #0888
William H. Lindsley #1966
D. Bruce Oliver #5120
Attorneys for Defendants
505 South Main Street
Bountiful, Utah 84010
Telephone: 292<|C447

BY.

ftfi
DEPUTY CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP DAVIS COUNTY
STATE OP UTAH

RICHARD C. JENSEN, an individual,
Plaintiff,

FINDINGS OP FACT AND ORDER

vs.
MEL A. BALI, an individual, d/b/a/
THE OVNI TRUST; THE OVNI TRUST;
JOHN 0. DAWSON, an individual;
DAWSON REAL ESTATE COMPANY
INCORPORATED, a Utah corporation,

Case No. 39350

Defendants.

Pursuant t o the courts Ruling on Motion for Sunmary Judgment and the
subsequent hearing before the court on May 5 , 1988, wherein p l a i n t i f f was
represented by h i s c o u n s e l , Brian J . Romriell and Michael M. Later, and
defendant was represtned by h i s counsel, D. Bruce Oliver and George S.
Dlunenti I I , the Court having heard the argunents and being f u l l y advised in
the premises, finds the following:
1. That p l a i n t i f f and defendant Ball entered into an Earnest Money
Agreement whereby p l a i n t i f f agreed to purchase r e a l property from the
defendant dated February 27, 1986.

FILMED

2. That under the agreement, plaintiff agreed to pay earnest money in

the amount of $25,000.00.
_3* That plaintiff paid the $25,000.00 earnest money.
4. That the agreement provided that upon default by the buyer, s e l l e r
could e l e c t to retain the earnest money as liquidated damages or to institute
suit to enforce any rights of the seller.
5. That insufficient facts are before the Court and the Court i s
unable to find as a matter of law that plaintiff breached the agreement.
6. That Ball and Ovni had entered into a listing agreement with Dawson
on February 20, 1986, agreeing to pay a 6% commission to Dawson for sale of
the property in question.
7. That John 0. Dawson, doing business as Dawson Real Estate was the
agent for defendant Ball and O/ni Trust.
8. That the Earnest ftoney Agreement was drafted by Dawson.
9. That the Earnest Money Agreement made no mention of who was to pay
the commission to Dawson. The provision for that purpose was l e f t blank, but
only provided signature space for the seller in any event.
10. The $25,000.00 earnest money was maintained in a trust account by
Dawson.
11. Plaintiff failed to close as provided in the Earnest Money
Agreement and f i l e d s u i t against the defendant seller and Dawson to rescind
the contract and for the return of the earnest money or, in the a l t e r n a t i v e ,
for damages on May 9, 1986.
12. Counsel accepted service on behalf of defendant Ball and Omi on
May 14, 1986.
13. On June 12, 1966, defendant Ball and Omi filed an Aiswer denying

l i a b i l i t y and a counterclaim against plaintiff buyer for damages•
14. At no time did defendant Ball or CXmi ever tender to give back to
plaintiff his $25,000.00 earnest money.
From the foregoing F i n d i n g s t h e Court t h e r e f o r e ORDERS t h a t
p l a i n t i f f ' s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment i s hereby granted as follows:
1. Defendants John 0. Dawson and Dawson Real Estate Company, I n c . ' s
Counterclaim i s dismissed for failure to state a claim upon which r e l i e f can
be granted.
2. As to defendants Mel A. Ball and The OVNI Trust only as to amount
of damages which amount i s limited to the $25,000.00 earnest money deposit.
3. The Court will grant any of defendants' Motions pursuant to Utah
Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 54B for appeal purposes.
Dated t h i s

#J**> day of

4iJL

, 1988.
BY THE COURT:

>AOE

Approved as to form:

D. Bruce Oliver
Attorney for Defendants

u

RULING ON MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DAVIS,

STATE OmimJSK

G ALLPHN CLE?K

CI3T
2ND3 CISTrvlCi
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BY.

" 7 ^

CuUi i CdM\

RICHARD C. JENSEN,
Plaintiff,

RULING ON MOTION FOR

vs.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

MEL A. BALL, dba THE OVNI TRUST,
THE OVNI TRUST and JOHN O. DAWSON
et. al.

Civil No.

39350

Defendant.

The Court having reviewed the pleadings herein on file
and memorandums submitted by counsel and having heard the
arguments of counsel and being fully advised in the premises,
hereby rules as follows:
The Court finds the following facts undisputed:
1.

That plaintiff and defendant Ball entered into an

Earnest Money Agreement whereby plaintiff agreed to purchase real
property from the defendant dated February 27, 1986.
2.

That under the agreement, plaintiff agreed to pay

earnest money in the amount of $25,000.
3.

That plaintiff paid the $25,000 earnest money.

4.

That the agreement provided that upon default by

the buyer, seller could elect to retain the earnest money as
liquidated damages dr to institute suit to enforce any rights of
the seller.

FILMED

5.

That Ball and Ovni had entered into a listing

agreement with Dawson on February 20, 1986, agreeing to pay a 6%
commission to Dawson for sale of the property in question.
6.

That John 0. Dawson, doing business as Dawson Real

Estate was the agent for defendant Ball and Ovni Trust.
7.

That the Earnest Money Agreement was drafted by

8.

That the Earnest Money Agreement made no mention of

Dawson.

who was to pay the commission to Dawson.

The provision for that

purpose was left blank, but only provided signature space for the
seller in any event.
9.

The $25,000 earnest money was maintained in a trust

account by Dawson.
10.

Plaintiff failed to close as provided in the

Earnest Money Agreement as filed suit against the defendant
seller and Dawson to rescind the contract and for the return of
the earnest money or, in the alternative, for damages on May 9,
1986.
11.

Counsel accepted service on behalf of defendant

Ball and Ovni on May 14, 1986.
12.

On June 12, 1986, defendant Ball and Ovni filed an

Answer denying liability and a counterclaim against plaintiff
buyer for damages.
13.

At no time did defendant Ball or Ovni ever tender

or give back to plaintiff his $25,000 earnest money.

From the foregoing the Court concludes as follows:
That defendants Ball and Ovni were on notice that
plaintiff did not intend to abide by the Earnest Money Agreement
at the latest when they accepted service of plaintiff's complaint
on May 14, 1986.
That the contract was clear that seller, the defendant
here, had the option to retain the earnest money as liquidated
damages or to sue for damages.
Defendant Ball and Ovni never returned the earnest
money nor did they ever tender the same to the Court; but some 28
days after service filed a counterclaim for damages.
The earnest money was in the custody of Dawson,
defendant's agent, and therefore was in the constructive
possession of defendants Ball and Ovni.
Utah law is clear that where seller retains the earnest
money after knowledge that the buyer has breached the contract,
such retention is incontrovertible evidence that once the seller
has exercised the option to keep it and he is precluded from
bringing an action for damage or specific performance. Palling v
Land Funding Ltd., 555 P2d 957(1976); Close v Blumenthal, 11 Ut2d
51, 354 P2d 856(1960); Mullen v Shimmin, 10 Ut2d 142, 349 P2d 720
(1960); Anderson v Hansen, 8 Ut2d 370, 355 P2d 404 (1959)
Such result is mandated by the rationale that the forfeiture provision is in the Earnest Money Agreement for the
benefit of the seller and he will always select the option to his

advantage and to the disadvantage of the buyer.

Therefore, sal*

provision should be strictly applied against the seller and he
should be required to meet its requirements with exactness.
As to the claim of Dawson in this matter, the better
reasoned cases and the majority of jurisdictions that have
considered the question have held that the buyer of real estate
who breaches a contract of sale has no obligation to pay the commission of the real estate agent unless a buyer has agreed
expressly or impliedly to pay for his services. 30 ALR 3rd 1395
In the matter before the Court, defendant Dawson's
counterclaim for fees is based solely on the Earnest Money Agreement entered into between plaintiff and defendant Ball and Ovni,
said agreement is silent on the payment of real estate
commissions.
Defendant Dawson prepared the agreement and could very
easily have included a provision making plaintiff responsible for
the commission had that been the case.
The Court further finds that there is no allegation
either raised by the pleadings, the depositions or affidavits in
this file which raise a question of implied or oral agreement on
behalf of the plaintiff to pay defendant Dawsonfs fees in this
case.
Defendants argue in their memorandum apparently a
theory of tortious interference with contract.

However, nowhere

in the pleadings, affidavits, depositions or answers to

interrogatories or admissions is this issue raised.

Even

assuming however, that said issue was raised, tortious interference with contract require the defendants to provide proof or
at least at this case allegations showing improper means or
improper purpose on the part of the person alleged to have
interfered.
In order for the defendant to be successful in their
claim of tortious interference with defendant Dawson's contract
with Ball, Dawson would have to prove intentional interference by
plaintiff by an improper means or improper purpose in defendant's
contract.
The Utah Supreme Court has said that the term "improper
means" is functionally equivalent to willful or malicious conduct
and further that if plaintiff was exercising his right to
terminate the contract, or exercising an honest claim or pursuing
a legitimate economic end then his actions are privileged.

Leigh

Furniture and Carpet Co. v Isom, 657 P2d 293 (1982)
Breach of contract alone will not satisfy the improper
means or improper purpose requirement.
No facts are alleged in any of the defendant's
pleadings which would meet any of the requirements of tortious
interference in contract by Utah law.
Based upon the foregoing, plaintiff's motion for
partial summary judgment is hereby granted.

Plaintiff is requested to prepare Findings end ^rder in
accordance with the Court's ruling.
Dated this 2g*- day of March, A.D., 1988.
BY THE COURT:

DISTRICT
COURT JUC
TJCOURT
JUtfGE

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Ruling on the /^~ day of March, 1988, postage
prepaid to the following:
Steven G. Crockett
Attorney for Plaintiff
185 South State Street
Suite 1300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Bruce Oliver
Attorney for Defendants
505 South Main Street
Bountiful, Utah 84010

EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT

E A h . ^ T MONEY SA
Legend

Yes (X)

*GR^u.w.,\!T
No (O)

This is a legally binding contract. Read the en*'/e document carefully before signing.

REALTOR®

GENERAL PROVISIONS
(Sections)

A. I N C L U D E D I T E M S . Unless excluded herein, this sale shall include B\\ fixtures and any of the following items if presently attached to the property plumbing,
heating' air-conditioning and ventilating fixtures and equipment, water' heater .^built-in appliances, light fixtures and bulbs, bathroom fixtures, curtains and draperies
and rods? window and door screens, stohn doors, window blinds, awnings.-installed television antenna, wall-to-wall carpets, water softener, automatic garage door
o ,ner and transmitter(s), fencing..trees and shrubs.
< B • I N S P E C T I O N . Unless otherwise md\c9\e6. Buyer agrees that Buyer is purchasing said property upon Buyer s own examination and judgment 9nd not by
reason of any representation made to Buyer by Seller or the Listing or Selling Brokerage as to its condition, size, location, present value, future value, income
herefrom or as to its production Buyer accepts the property In "as Is'" condition subject to Seller s warranties as outlined in Section 6 In the event Buyer desires
any additional inspection, said inspection shall be allowed by Seller but arranged for and paid by Buyer
C. SELLER W A R R A N T I E S . Seller warrants that (a) Seller has received no claim nor notice of any building or zoning violation concerning the property which
has not or will not be remedied prior to closing; (b) all obligations against the property including taxes, assessments mortgages liens or other encumbrances
of any nature shall be brought current on or before dosing; and (c) the plumbing, heating air conditioning and ventilating systems, electrical system, and appliances
shall be sound or in satisfactory working condition at closing.
D. C O N D I T I O N OF WELL. Seller warrants that any private well serving the property has. to the best of Sellers' knowledge, provided an adequate supply cf
water-and continued use of the well or wells is authorized by a state permit or other legal water right

H

'

E. C O N D I T I O N OF SEPTIC TANK. Seller warrants that any septic tank serving the property is, to the best of Seller s knowledge, in good working order and
Seller has no knowledge of any needed repairs and it meets all applicable government health and construction standards
F. ACCELERATION CLAUSE. No later than fifteen (15) days after Seller's acceptance of this Agreement, but not less than three (3) days prior to closing.
Seller shall provide to Buyer written verification as to whether or not any notes, mortgages, deeds of trust or real estate contracts against the property require the
consent of the holder of such instrument(s) to the sale of the property or permit the holder to raise the interest rate and /or declare the entire balance due in the
vent of sale If any such document so provides and holder does not waive the same or unconditionally approve the sale, then within three (3) days after notice of
nonwaiver or disapproval or on the date of closing, whichever is earlier, r luyer shall have the option to declare this Agreement null and void by giving written notice
to Seller or Seller's agent. In such case, all earnest money received under this Agreement shall be returned to Buyer It is understood and agreed that if provisions
for said "Due on Sale'* clause are set forth in Section 7 herein, alternatives allowed herein shall become null and void.
G.

TITLE I N S P E C T I O N .

No later than fifteen (15) days after Seller's acceptance of this Agreement, but not less than three (3) days prior to closing

Buv*r

shall have the opportunity to inspect either an abstract of title brought current with an attorney's opinion, or a preliminary title report on the subject property
pJus'v shall have a period of three (3) days after receipt thereof to examine and accept If Buyer does not accept, Buyer shall give written notice thereof to SHIer
or Seller's agent, within the prescribed time period specifying objections to title. Thereafter. Seller shall be required, through escrow at closing, to cure the
defect(s) to which Buyer has objected. If said defect(s) is not curable through an escrow agreement at closing, this Agreement shall be null and void at the opt-on
of the Buyer, and all monies received herewith shall be returned to the respective parties.
H
TITLE INSURANCE. If title insurance is elected Seller authorizes the Listing Brokerage to order a preliminary commitment for a standard form ALTA
policy of title insurance to be issued by such title insurance company as Seller shall designate Title policy to be issued shall contain no exceptions other than
fcthose provided for in said standard form, and the encumbrances or defects excepted under the final contract of sale If title cannot be made so insurable through
an escrow agreement at closing, the earnest money shall, unless Buyer elects to waive such defects or encumbrances, be refunded to Buyer, and this Agreement
shall thereupon be terminated. Seller agrees to pay any cancellation charge.
I
EXISTING TENANT LEASES. If Buyer is to take title subject to an existing lease or leases. Seller agrees to provide to Buyer no later than fifteen (1 5) Hays
after Seller's acceptance of this Agreement, but not less than three (3) days prior to closing, a copy of all existing leases (and any amendments thereto) affect'nrj
the property Unless written objection is given by Buyer to Seller or Sellers agent within three (3) working days thereafter. Buyer shall take title subject to su^h
i leases If objection is not remedied within the stated time, this Agreement shall be null and void.
•

r u A N H F S D U R I N G TRANSACTION.

During the pendency of this Agreement. Seller agrees that no changes in any existing lenses shall be made, nor
u . .««^„ rtr ..nrtnrtiWr»n without the written consent of the Buyer

E.
LegnruJ

Yes(X)

NEST MONEY SALES AGREEML

No(0)

EARNEST M O N E Y RECEIPT

JEeboxary 25 9 1986,

DATE:

JW^cJ&a£4_€_^ensen_

The undersigned Buyer .

in the form of

hereby deposits w»th Brokerage

JIVent3^fi^Ye--thQU3and and no/lQQ-

as EARNEST MONEY the Amount of

_ch^.cALto be deposited_upQR_acceptanca_

Dawson Real Estate Company 801-295-2377
Brokerarj**

_ Ooliars ($ 2S^DOQ^J0O_)

. which shall be deposited in accordance with applicable State Law

Received by

O f Q ^ - , -

N^v

1V

^

T

^

V

^

Phone Number

OFFER TO PURCHASE

1

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The above stated EARNEST MONEY is given to secure and apply on the purchase of the property situated at.
in the City of

—903-Wes t - € e n t e r -

Mr>yf»^

g*1«-

T.MVA

County of

D*vj %

Utah.

uject to
to any
any restrictive
restrictive covenants,
renmg regulations, utility or other easements or rights of way. government patents or state deeds of record approved by Buyer
Subiect
covt
in accordance with Section G Said property is more particularly described as: L e g a l t o b e p r o v i d e d w i t h t h e P«.R^

+26rO0^_sqjEt ^

SAllax_ag^es_^Q_jpra^

W M M f f i

t f i T i l e c t r l c i l and plumbing

C U N I M P R O V E D REAL PROPERTY
H X j f l P R O V E D REAL PROPERTY
(n)

Included items.

D Vacant Lot
^Commercial

D Vacant Acreage

D Other

D Residential

D Condo

g Other

Jn^lnd1»VJ

? arret

t o the

M

e t t

Unless excluded below. th»s sale shall include all fixtures and any of the items shown in Section A if presently attached to the property

The following personal property shall also be included in this sale and conveyed under separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to title:

a s l a pr^A^gtl

j

on the premises to be invantoriad prior to closing
(b)

Excluded items.

tO remove t h e

r

The following items are specifically excluded from this <aip T f r a

power

train

"^1WR)iE^8Rs^Lff^ScMf
CJpublic sewer
Dseptic tank

and rftwirA

In

OTHER RIGHTS.

C^onnected
Dconnected

D other sanitary system
Dfcubhc water
C3lonnected
CI private water
G connected

<*'.«

ihannr^y

pflWir

+THJ

n

phettoe-T#ys^efH .

r

rAwww« p»*n*

honf-h *nA

r

Seller

^p*4r

agres^.

»ny ^mW^rjm

~

Seller represents that the property includes the following improvements in the purchase price:
IJelectricity
^connected
Dconnected D other

Dwell
C irrigation water/secondary system

Dingress & egress by private easement

= of shares
Company
D TV antenna D master antenna D prewired
•tiatural gas XJconnected

Cfcfedicated road & paved
Dcurb and gutter
GXbther rights j n g r « * «

£ acjrmau

JiTHJ

South o f *h« Htiildinq
(d)

Survey.

(r.)

Buyer Inspection.

A certified survey Xshall be furnished at the expense of

s e l l e r

.

prior to closing, Dshall not be furnished

Buyw has mnde a visual inspection of the property and subject to Section 1 (c) above and 6 below, accepts it in its present physical

condition excopt Buyftr s h a l l p*y +»o h*v» fh>» b u i l d i n g ingpected* S e l l e r agrees t o remedy any d e f e c t
t o bring the b u i l d i n g t o normal standards^
—
—
2

PURCHASE PRICE A N D FINANCING

mm w ~ y V \J \M 9

571000.

2sand-and-f*Q-

The total purchase price for the property i s _ E i g h t ^ t
.,
Dollars ($
820 , 000,00-

. ) which shall be paid as follows:

which represents the aforedescribed EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT:
representing the approximate balance of CASH DOWN PAYMENT at closing. B u y e r

retains

t h er i g h t

t o put

more cas

repTst^inT^hPSppSPiiifiriOSt^^^}*of an existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrance to be assumed
by buyer, which obligation bears interest at
which include
S

Dprincipal.

Dinterest:

Dtaxes.

». % per annum with monthly payments of $
Dinsurance;

Dcondo fees.

Dother___j

representing the approximate balance of an additional existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrances to b*
assumed by Buyer which obligation bears interest at
which include

$

528 #000,

s

210,000.

Dprincipal:

Dinterest;

Dtaxes;

% per annum with monthly payments of $
Dinsurance;

representing balance, if any, including proceeds from a new

Dcondofees:

p r i v a t e

,

Dother

loan, to be paid as follows: &f&

Addendum

Other _IlL-thft^lQX3n Qt a t a x . j l a f e r r e d exchange for the property owned by buyer i n
West B o u n t i f u l , U t a h . L e g a l d f t g e r i p t i o m t o h* prrnHH«d by b u y e r . <=Sa1d l a n d rnnciatxx

820,000.
if Eivor r. jfivf.'d

o f +8.4 a c r e s . S e l l e r a g r e e s t o a s s i s t buyer i n . o t h e r t a x d e f e r r e
exchanges should o t h e r property be s o l d by buyer t o apply t o t h i s s a l e .

TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE

fo assume an tjnd»?rlying ob'ignr-'on and or obtain outside financing, Buyer agrees fo use best efforts fo assume and or procure same and Jh«s

o'f*?r is made subject to Buyer qualifying for and lending instttut«on granting sa»d assumption and/or financing Buyer agrees to make application within _ _ H / a
d.tvs a?!er Seller s acceptance of this Agreement, to assume the underlying obligation and /or obtain the new financing at an interest rate not to exceed
41

E•.;,*' coes not coaiifv fof the assumpfon anri • or financing with, i
a: :ne opt-on of the Buyei or Seller upon written notice

H/a

• >

I l / a o«ayS a f t e r Seller's acceptance of this Agreement, this Agreement shall be voiriab1."

Sfl'f.t ng»e??s to pay >
towards Buyor s totnl financing and closing costs, including, but not limited to. loan discount points
If this Agreement involves the assumption of an existing loan or obligation on the property. Section f shall apply

3
CONDITION AND CONVEYANCE OF TITLE. Seller represents that Seller X holds title to the property in tee simp.e u is putcnu^ny IM u piuyviy U I U I I ,
:-fi?;ii #:si«-t? contract Transfer of Seller s owncrsh.- interest shall be made as set forth in Section S Sel»«*r agrees to furnish good and marketable title to tin
rn.ppiiy suhjori to rnuimbrnnros nnd exceptions
cl horom. ovidonceel by (jfcn current policy of title i
inco in the amount of purchuso price G an abstract
of title brought current with an attorney s opinion (S>— Section Hi
_
4
INSPECTION OF TITLE. In accordance with Section G Buyer shall have the opportunity to inspect the title to the subject property poor to closing
Buyer shall take title subject to any existing restrictive covenants, including condominium restrictions (CC & R's) Buyer Q has C has not reviewed any condo
mimum CC & R s prior to signing this Agreement
*
5

VESTING OF TITLE.

Title shall vest in Buyer as follows

6

SELLER WARRANTIES

-*a ~dir mctm&-at-ur) osing-

In addition to warranties contained in Section C. the following items are also warranted

nona

Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the following

Qfesju*
7

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
CONTINGENCIES
ilDERATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES

This offer is made subject to the following special conditions and/or contingencies whichfnusC
n
r
<
r

be satisfied prior to closi ng S i t l W g S g f a f r t f f f f i i t t m
8 r 8 F « O T M f o * l M j W 1TI front- of each over-head
_4oor the width of the door on the main bui I d l n g j s s l l e r agrees t o i n s t a l l a aafaty r a i l around
_aanh dock. Said doc3ca are to be drained into the present storm sewer *y#
ixmma t o —
install an 8 ft chain link fence around perimeter of the property, Executive entrance la to barepaired. Clean the front of the building and the floor in the--warehouse area.
8
CLOSING OF SALE. This Agreement shall be closed on or before
j.-_ . .
. 19
at a reasonable location to be designated bv
Seller, subject to Section Q Upon demand Buyer shall deposit with the EscrcMWfOTing Office all documentSMfecessary to complete the purchase in accordance
with this Agreement Prorations set forth in Section R shall be made as of • date of possession n date of closing Q other.

Buyer has the right to
0
enter accepting
the building
prior to
to naka% ^J!Tl^
necessary
to conduct their business a to
*>«gin
shimants
ofclosing
merchandise.
^SSSchanges
tty>
9

POSSESSION. ' Seller Shall deliver possession to Buyer on

10
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Agreement by reference
11

WUBS

l i

u7(|(ess extended by written agreement of parties

Unless otherwise indicated above, the General Provision Sections on the reverse side hereof are incorporated into thi*-

AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE AND T I M E L I M I T FOR ACCEPTANCE.

shall have until
1 2 : 0 0 (AM/£jtf)
EARNEST MONEY to the Buyer

APUU

2/27

. 19

86

Signature of Buyer

Buyer offers to purchase the property on the above terms and conditions Seller

. to accept ttysc/ffer Unless accepted, this offer shall lapse and the Agent shall return the
^
U
c
/
^
/
>
^
t
/
S^^'S'C
Date

Datp

Signature of Buyer

CHECK ONE
CACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE Seller hereby ACCEPTS the f o r c i n g offer on the terms and conditions specified above
DREJECTION Seller hereby REJECTS the foregoing offer

(Seller s Initials)

ENCOUNTER OFFER Seller hereby accepts the foregoing offer SUBJECT TO the exceptions or modifications as specified below or in the attached Addendum, ant
presents said COUNTER OFFER for Buyer's acceptance Buyer shall have until
specified below

TTvil

Date
(AM-PM)

Time

(AM/PM)

2^y

Z

'ST

jg y (, ,

t0 accept

tne

terrm

(Z^u** i "Xiu^*-?
4Z£

s^^^zfe

Signature of Seller

CHECK ONE
O Buyer accepts the counter offer
G Buyer accepts with modifications on attached addendum
Date
Time
COMMISSION.
a commission of

. (AM-PM)

Signature of Buyer

Signature of Buyer

. (Brokerage

Dawaon Real Estate company

The undersigned hereby agrees to pay to

s i x percent (6%)

. as consideration for the efforts in procuring a buyer

Date

Signature of Seller

Da

Signature of Seller

D O C U M E N T RECEIPT
Sirfti* Law requires Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller ;vith copies of this Agreement bearing all signatures, (One of the following alternatives must therein
be completed)
A G l acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures
SIGNATURE OF SELLER

^r^r-

/ *"*

,

K*^

f e*?'// Ok?

B i-1 personally caused n final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all .
Certified Mnil and return receipt attached hereto to the C Seller Q Buyer St»nt by.
Paqe three of a four paqe form

" t U B E OF BJU^R <r ^
$" y * N" A

Seller s Initials ( S '\ {/

JA~2-^

Date

Date
Date

111 7

19 JTA.

K AUTHORITY OF SIGNATORS. If Buyer or Seller Is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, or other entity, the person executing this Agreement on its
behalf warrants his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer or Seller.,,,
*I
COMPLETE AGREEMENT - NO VERBAL AGREEMENTS. This instrument cons u t*« the entire Agreement between the parties and supersedes end
cancels any and all prior negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or agreement-] .etween the parties. There aro no verbal agreements which mod.f /
or effect this agreement. This Agreement cannot be changed except by mutual written agree. »». .,, the parties • •
M
COUNTER OFFERS. Any^counter offer made by Seller or Buyer shall be in writing and. if etlached hereto, shall incorporate all the provisions of this
Agreement not expressly modified or excluded therein
N OEFAULT/INTERPLEAOER AND ATTORNEY'S FEES. In the event of drfault by Buyer. Seller may elect to either retain the earnest money as liquidated
damages cr to institute suit to enforce any rights of Seller In the event of default by Seller, or If this sale fails to close because of the nonsatisfaction of any
express condition or contingency to which the sale is subject pursuant to this Agreement (other than by virtue of any default by Buyer), the earnest money deposit
shall be returned to Buyer. Both parties agree that, should either party default in any of the covenants or agreements herein contained, the defaulting party shall
pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney's fee which may arise or accrue from enforcing or terminating this Agreement, or in pursuing any<
remedy provided hereunder or by applicable law. whether such remedy L pursued by filing suit or otherwise In the event the principal broker holding the earnest
money deposif Is required to file an interpleader action in court to resolve a dispute over the earnest money deposit referred to herein the Buyer and Seller
authorize the principal broker to draw from the earnest rhoney deposit an amount necessary to advance the costs of bringing the interpleader action The amount
of deposit remaining 8fter advancing those costs shall be interpleaded into court in accordance with state law. The Buyer 8nd Seller further agree that the defaulting
party shall pay the court costs and reasonable attorney's fees incurred by the principal broker in bringing such action
•

O.
C
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ABROGATION.
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Execution of a final real estate contract, if any. shall abrogate this Agreement

. . • « * - » .
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•
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P RISK OF LOSS. All risk of loss or damage to the property shall be borne by the Seller until closing In the event there is loss or damage to the property
between the date hereof and the'date of closing.*by reason of fire,' vandalism^ floocT. earthquake, or acts of God. and the cost to repair such damage shall exceed
ten percent (10%) of the purchase price of the property. Buyer may, at his pption either proceed with this transaction if Seller agrees in writing to repsh or
replace damaged property prior to closing, or declare this Agreement null and void If damage to property is less than ten percent (10%) of the purchase price
and Sella?.agrees in writing to repair or replace and does actually repair and replace damaged property prior to closing, this transaction shall proceed as agreed
Q.: TIME IS OF ESSENCE—UNAVOIDABLE DELAY. In the event that this sale cannot be closed by the date provided herein due to interruption of transport.
strikes, fire, flood, extreme weather, governmental regulations, acts of God. or similar occurrences beyond the control of Buyer or Seller, then the cfosing date shaff
be extended seven (7) days beyond cessation of such condition, but in ho ivent more than thirty (30) days beyond the closing date provided herein Thereafter,
time is of the essence This provision relates only to the extension of closing date "Closing" shall mean the date on which all necessary instruments are signed
and delivered by all parties to the transaction
R. CLOSING COSTS. Seller and Buyer shall each pay one-half (1 /2) of the escrow closing fee, unless otherwise required by the lending institution Costs
of providing title insurance or 8n abstract brought current shall be paid by Seller Taxes and assessments for the current year, insurance if acceptable to the Buver.f
rents, 8nd interest on assumed obligations shall be prorated as set forth in Section 8. Unearned deposits on tenancies and remaining mortgage or other reserves
shall be assigned to Buyer at closing
S REAL PROPERTY CONVEYANCING. If this agreement is for r*- *y8nce of fee title, title shall be conveyed by warranty deed free of defects other than
jtKos* excepted herein If this Agreement is for sale or transfer of a Seller « interest under an existing real estate contract. Seller may transfer by either (a) special
warranty deed, containing Seller's assignment of said contract in form sufficient to convey after acquired title or (b) by a new real estate contract incorporating the
said existing real estate contract therein
T.

AGENCY DISCLOSURE.

U.

BROKERAGE.

V.

DAYS.

Selling Brokerage may have entered into an agreement to represent the Seller

For purposes of this Agreement. 8ny references to the term "Brokerage"' shall mean the respective listing or selling real estate office

For purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term "days" shall mean business or working days exclusive of legal holidays
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/ri)I)ENDUM/COUNTER OFFLu
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes:

( x ) a COUNTER OFFER

25

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the

.day of.

(

) an ADDENDUV to that EARNEST MONEY

February

19 JL_. between.

OVWI Trust

Janaan
as buyer(s). and_
covering real property described as follows

.asseller(s).

930 West Center. North Sal t_Lak e
The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT:

(1) This transaction is to be confidential. Neither party is to discuss the terms
o r conditions.
U J Q J U U N ^ T . Trust.
-42)_The-S€
(3) The property being sold is £ 3.7 acres.
(4) The Seller w i n not provide a floor plan including tne electrical a piuaDing.
/>
^

(6) Seller will got grant ingress and egress along the South of the building.
(7) Paragraph 1-7 is to be changed to read: no exceptions
£/_(B) The Seller agrees to do thft folloving repairs and moriifIcations to thft building:
A. Seller agrees to relocate an existing fence to the South of the building
along the new south property line, from the Southwest corner of tEe~~main
building running-East and W^st. He will continue fencing going North and
South as long as/fettfeffal from the existing fence.
B. Seller agrees to repair the damage in the executive entrance.
c - 3 C -jj^ a g r e e s t o power wash the floors in the warehouse (manufacturing)
portion of the building.
D. Seller agrees to remove the power train and rewire in its absence.
E. seller agrees to rracve the paint booth and repair any damage resulting
from, the removal. The above is the entire list of repairs and modifications
agreed to, unless both parties mutually agree to additional repairs prior
to closing. The seller w i n maJce a good faith effort to accomplish the above
All other terms of T H E A G R E E M E N T shall remain the same. ( ) Seller ( ) Buyer shall have until
19

Date

?•/2

to accept the terms specified above. Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse.

£••/%&

3 -. o&

Tim

(A.M./P.M.)

Signature of (
\

(A.MfP.M

) Seller (

VA€L.

fO\/

) Buyer
M

v

\

g t ^ T

^ ^ ^ *?>s<*^ s
ACCEPTANCE. COUNTER

OFFER/REJECTION

Check One
£<3 I hereby ACCEPT the foregoing on the terms specified above.
(/7) l hereby ACCEPT^the foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the attached Addendum.

,c u Jl

.*,tSignatureY

Time

Date

Signature

//

) I hereby reject the foregoing

. (Initials)
DOCUMENT RECEIPT

( )A acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures

QxT

^u^w

j?-«?7-,#

^Wr.

—

Q\) h k l
7<? -y

Signatute of Buyen 11

DJIC

^''Sigodyiv

jAy*^
/

of Soltys > ^

,- ''^'C^'^

iriate signatures
to be mailed on
( Y j I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing bearing appropriate
signat
19 - 7 ^ 6 y Orrtiiiod M^fl And r^luui^eceipi attached hereto to the (X^Seller (^^Buyer.

Sent by

. _ _ i ^ U > J ^

This fo'm h,vy>t» r .i;»p'uv*M r?y the Ut.ir R.M< Esi.iie Commission

j D^te

C-/,/^

S

1

/^JDENDUM/COUNTER OFFE.<
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
Th<s ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes

(

) ? w O ' «NTER OFFER

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the

jlansen

1

"1

.day of

( x ) an ADDENDUM to that EARNEST MONEY

February

19

8 6 between _ J R l c h a r d _ C .

as buyer(s). and — T h e OVMI T r u s t byJS.<JU B a l l

as seiler(s).

covering real property described as follows

3fliLJWest-_Canter ,-North_Salt_Lake ^_JDtah
The following terms are hereby incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT

Loan to be paid as follows: Sellnr to take back a notg aacur^d by * Trust D*gd
in_the_a»ount _o£_S528rilOCL_at AH interest rate of 10%-yith payments of $6980^00per month 1 taxes and insurance are to be paid by the hiiyar whin thi»y b^r-n^ ^ n e .
Buy^r h*a th» y*gh* tr^ r*»iY*

?her_e._8ball_be_Jio__prerpaynient penalty JLn__aaid_nate.

significant additional payments against the contract^balanc*^—If-these -payments
are made, the principal and interest payments will be adjusted to reflect said
payments over the remaining farm of tha not*-

All other terms of THE AGREEMENT shall remain the same (
19

) Seller ( V ) Buyer shall have until

(AM/PM)

to accept the terms specified above Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse

Date

SignafiVe o f \ / ) Seller

(AM/PM)

Time

~ J

L

(\j\Buyer

/C^g^t^fl CL 4 ^ / ^ - ^ - U

1

~

^ 7 < ? v ^ ^

ACCEPTANCE COUNTER OPPER'REJECHOfi^/

^

^ ^

^

Check One
(

) I hereby ACCEPT the foregoing on the terms specified above

(

) I hereby ACCEPT the foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the attached Addendum

(

) I hereby reject the foregoing

Signature

Signature

Date

Time

(Initials)
DOCUMENT RECEIPT

Cs^T 1 acknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures

j

Signature eft Buycr(s)

Date

'

*

>'

Signature of Seiier(s)

( ' ) I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing bearing appropriate signatures to be mailed on
19_ _«^_bvCerttfied Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the (

Sent b>^^^^^Zft^Y^^^
^•s ?o»m_>rf£ bp*»n approved by the Utah Rf»ai Estate Commission

) Seller [ ^

Buyer

Date

.

PAGE 2

ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER
TO EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT
This ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER constitutes

( x ) a COUNTER OFFER

SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT) dated the

Richard C. 'Jensen

25

^

day of

t .) an ADDENDUM to that EARNEST MONEY

F e b r u a r y — 19. 8 6 . between

^ OVNI Trust

„,t

as buyer(s). and
covering real properly described as follows*

as seHer(s).

930 West C e n t e r . N o r t h S a l t Lake
The following terms are hereby Incorporated as part of THE AGREEMENT:

cont'dE)

-Iteas-by 4/1/86 provldlng-that—Buyer does not hamper seller la accceplishing
this work.

(9)

The Buyer nay have possession on 4/1/86 providing that he pay Into an escrow
account $10,500•00. Said money will be applied to reduce the principal balance
of the Mote at closing and will be paid out of escrow to the Seller >

(10)

The closing is to be on 5/15/86.

(11)

The buyer agrees to provide a survey of the West Bountiful property mentioned
in paragraph 2. The approximate address of said property is 2080 North 650 West,
West Bountiful, Utadn

(12)

The Note and Trust Deed are to contain the following provisions!
(a) Payments are due on the let day of eAch mbnth And lore late after
An sdiHl-lonal S% lsts ch^rg* is to hm p*ld on

the 10th day-

payments made after the 10th day of each month.
(b) Whsn property ts*A« sr« paid, proof of payment li to ha furalahftd to

the Seller.
(6) Thft property lhfturah<:* la t6 include the Sell** as hn also insured and a
Feb*

27

19 8 6 , to accept the terms specified above. Unless so accepted this Addendum shall lapse

Date .

—

Time

>^>

nr->

^ ^ ^ v % ^

Signature of f ^ ) Seller ( ) Buyer

(A.KV'pTK

""Ty?«».

ACCEPTANCE,COUNTER

CO V St \

\ g . i > SLT~

OFFER/REJECTION

Check One
P^ I hereby ACCEPT the foregoing on the terms specified above.
( ) / 44jereby ACCEPT the foregoing SUBJECT TO the exceptions shown on the attached Addendum
Signatures
(

Signature

) I hereby reject the foregoing

Date

Time

(Initials)
DOCUMENT RECEIPT

| acknowledgej-eceipt of a final copy of the foregoing bearing all signatures

(t

' ' ^M^LU—

2-27-SI

Signature of Buycrtst

Date

s

.

^ f r Q o w - ( T f c <\ r*?Q?J%,
'ZZLa-jZ*^'
y^y^ Jtignatu/eotS€HeM*&

£

(* ) I personally caused a final copy of the foregoing bearing appropriate signatures to be mailed on
19_^i£-by'CerTNjed MaiJ and ujji^tnreceipt attached hereto to the ( X S e l l e r ( O Buyer.
Sent by

_;<^^l2Lv4

kurJr^>^^^

,

Date

Z-/&7/Z

DEPOSITION OF BRIAN CALL WEBB

COPY
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
* * *

RICHARD C. JENSEN, AN
INDIVIDUAL,
PLAINTIFF,

CASE NO.

VS.

DEPOSITION OF:

MEL A. BALL, AN INDIVIDUAL,
D/B/A THE OVNI TRUST; THE
OVNI TRUST; JOHN O. DAWSON,
AN INDIVIDUAL, DAWSON REAL
ESTATE COMPANY, INCORPORATED, A UTAH CORPORATION,

BRIAN CALL WEBB

DEFENDANTS.
* * *

BE IT REMEMBERED THAT ON THE 21ST DAY OF OCTOBER,
1987, THE DEPOSITION OF BRIAN CALL WEBB, CALLED AS A
WITNESS HEREIN AT THE INSTANCE OF THE DEFENDANT HEREIN,
IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED ACTION NOW PENDING IN THE
ABOVE-NAMED COURT, WAS TAKEN BEFORE DAWN M. DAVIS, A
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER AND NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR
THE STATE OF UTAH, COMMENCING AT THE HOUR OF 9:00 A.M. OF
SAID DAY AT THE OFFICE OF DIUMENTI AND LINDSLEY, 505
SOUTH MAIN STREET, BOUNTIFUL, UTAH.
THAT SAID DEPOSITION WAS TAKEN PURSUANT TO NOTICE.

Eockv Mcuntalr
ftepcrtlri §ewlce,lrc.
712 Newhouse Building
10 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City. Utah 94111
Phone (801) 531-0256

Dawn M. Davis, C.S.R., R.P.R.
License No. 188

PERSON WHO HAD SOME SPACE DOWN ON WEST CENTER AND IF I
WOULD LIKE HE COULD MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR ME TO GO DOWN
AND TAKE A LOOK AT IT.
I SAID, "THAT WOULD BE FINE.

THAT'S A PRETTY

GOOD LOCATION IN RELATIONSHIP TO OUR OFFICE BUILDING.
LET'S DO IT."
SO HE MADE AN APPOINTMENT AND WENT DOWN WITH
ME AND INTRODUCED ME TO A MAN BY THE NAME OF EGAR, I
THINK.

I AM NOT SURE ABOUT THAT BUT I —

10

Q

IF I SAID JOHN DAWSON WOULD THAT HELP YOU?

11

A

NO, NO, JOHN CAME LATER.

12

Q

OKAY.

13

A

SO A MAN BY THE NAME OF EGAR AND WE LOOKED AT

14

HIS SPACE THERE.

15

PROBABLY SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 4TH AND 7TH WEST ON CENTER

16

STREET, AND THAT BUILEING WAS —

17

MOVE HIS SERVICE SHOP INTO THAT BUILDING AND THEN THERE

18

WAS SOME SPACE IN THE BACK WHICH COULD BE USED FOR

19

MERCHANDISE BUT IT DIDN'T LOOK ACCEPTABLE, IN MY

20

JUDGMENT, SO WE DIDN'T PURSUE THAT ANY FURTHER AT ALL.

21

IT WAS FURTHER EAST ON CENTER STREET,

YOU KNOW, NEAL WANTED TO

AND THEN LATER IN A DISCUSSION WITH NEAL IUND

22

HE SAID, "WELL, YOU KNOW, IF YOU ARE LOOKING AROUND FOR A

23

WAREHOUSE SPACE TO RENT I KNOW A REAL ESTATE MAN I COULD

24

PUT YOU IN TOUCH WITH."

25

AND I SAID, "WHO IS THAT?"
20

1

AND HE SAID, "JOHN DAWSON."
»

I

2

AND I SAID, "WELL, WHAT WOULD BE HIS ROLE?

3 I YOU KNOW, I WOULD RATHER WE LOOK FOR AN OPPORTUNITY TO
LEASE OR RENT DIRECT FROM THE OWNER.

REAL ESTATE PEOPLE

USUALLY WANT COMMISflON OF SOME KIND."
AND HE SAID, "WELL, JOHN LIVES OUT IN
BOUNTIFUL AND OPERATES OUT HERE AND IN THIS PART OF THE
COMMUNITY AND HE WOULD KNOW —

YOU KNOW, MAYBE HE COULD

ACCELERATE FINDING SOMETHING THAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR."
10 j

SO I SAID, "WELL, BRING HIM IN AND INTRODUCE

11

HIM TO ME" —

12

THOUGHT ABOUT THE TIMING AND I -- YOU KNOW, IT WOULD HAVE

13

BEEN JANUARY OR FEBRUARY OF 1986, I SUPPOSE, RIGHT IN

14

THAT GENERAL PERIOD OF TIME.

15
16
17

WHICH HE DID AND I MET JOHN DAWSON AND I

AND JOHN CAME IN TO MY OFFICE AND SAID, "WELL,
WHAT IS IT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR?"
AND I SAID, "WELL, MR. JENSEN HAS COMMISSIONED

18

ME TO LOOK AROUND FOR SOME ADDITIONAL OVERFLOW" — I

19

THINK IS THE WORD WE USED —

20

INVENTORY PRINCIPALLY."

21
22
23
24
25 I

"OVERFLOW TYPE SPACE FOR

AND HE SAID, "WELL, HOW MUCH SPACE ARE YOU
LOOKING FOR?"
I SAID, "PROBABLY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF FROM
3 TO 7,000 SQUARE FEET."
AT THAT POINT IN TIME WE DIDN'T KNOW REALLY
21

